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G L E N S L AT E R

eResearch 2020
Aims to better understand the long-term ambitions New Zealand scientists have for their science, and how these
inform the research strategies and infrastructure decisions of New Zealand research institutions and government.

Combines a series of interviews and opinion pieces published online at eresearch2020.org.nz and credited to
contributors’ LinkedIn profiles.

Includes participants from every university and CRI in NZ.

Over 50 direct contributors across all domains of the eResearch sector.

Current & Diverse Opinions
“Small countries still have big problems … if we
take a backseat in the science, then we are really
taking a backseat in economic development and
global competitiveness.”
Mark Gahegan, Auckland

“… the idea that we generate and preserve
intellectual capital just within territorial
boundaries is the bane of my life…”
Sydney Shep, Victoria

“To my mind, there is a case for centralised,
collective investment in assets as we’re too small
a country to be thinking in little fragmented bits
and pieces.”
John Raine, AUT

“There is no guarantee that
data stored in a foreign
database will be available or
usable in a 100 years’ time.”
Penny Carnaby, Lincoln

“There’s an
assumption of
benevolence on the
part of large
corporations that’s
not necessarily
justified.”
Richard Templar,
Callaghan Innovation

“By 2020 … we’ll have inexpensive, always
connected sensors, linked to compute that can
produce visualisation, most likely integrated at an
international level.”
Ken Gledhill, GNS

“If we funded sport in NZ the same way we fund
science, the All Blacks would be a pretty shit
rugby team.”
Keith Gordon, Otago

“Investing in people in NZ is far more important
that investing in hardware. Where it makes
sense to go with a good deal from an overseas
provider, we should go for it.”
Blair Blakie, Otago
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Expectations & Positioning
eResearch 2020 contributions suggest a Positioning Contradiction may be limiting the ability to fulfil expectations:

Majority of Researchers
Interviewed

Majority of Research
Managers & ICT Staff
Interviewed

NeSI as a supra-institutional actor and major agent of change; ability to act
for/with government to directly influence institutions & science.

NeSI as a subsidiary project of the ICT departments, established to reduce
costs; synchronise specialised investments & meet non-core obligations.

Major Trends & Technology

Major Trends towards 2020 cited
by eResearch 2020 Contributors
include:

Sensor proliferation rapidly scales the quantity and
quality of data produced, transferred, and stored.

A move towards entire system analysis (an entire pasture, an entire farm,
an entire estuary, an entire city) becomes the norm for data & compute.

The end of “modelling” – a change in management and decision support expectations
of technology towards “optimising” based on availability of real-time, real-world data.

Vision for 2020
Decentralised, highly interoperable and discoverable data and tools across the science sector
Scalable digital infrastructure services that respond locally & internationally meet to requirements
Best in Class “Small Country” national research data methodologies and scientific practices in place
across the science sector
Highly responsive, data-driven decision support capability for government and industry
Highly available critical response capability for dealing with hazards
1st world “Data Informed” society and economy
No “e” in front of “research”

Areas Expecting Major Activity
Genomics & Genetics

• Non-human:
• Grasses
• Diseases
• Crops
• Livestock
• Fish
• Etc

Natural Environment

•
•
•
•
•

Rivers
Oceans
Bugs
Soils
etc

Society & Economy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Power
Traffic
Farm management
Land information
Weather

Security & Hazards

• Natural disasters
• Bio-security (foot &
mouth)
• Defence
• Geo-spatial governance
• Sovereignty, customs,
immigration.

• Human
• Clinical genomics
• Population health

System Analysis, Diagnostics and Response
System Management & Optimisation
Decision Support & Critical Response Capabilities

Implications for Strategy & Policy
Direction

“One clear direction is that none of us want to do anything in isolation anymore.”
Nic Mair, AgResearch

Expertise

“There are few people in NZ that understand the vocab or method challenges in infrastructure.”
Andrew Watkins, NIWA

Funding

“As we move into an eResearch era, does government need to alter the priorities for funding to
ensure we can capture the benefits of technology?” - John Raine, AUT

Wider Focus

“The original NeSI business case was very HPC focused; (NeSI) is yet to meet wider research
community needs.” - Howard Amos, Otago

Implications for Capability
Decentralised
Interoperability

“There’s a need for NeSI or some other to take a leadership role in data interoperability and data
management infrastructure at a national level.” - Greg Jones, Landcare

Scalability

“NZ is a very difficult place to support infrastructure (therefore) most of our contribution to world
research is likely to be theoretical.” - Gaven Martin, Massey

Real Time

Science is too accustomed to stopping the system in order to study it, but those days are over.”
Oliver Chikumbo, Scion

Sensorisation

“There is a major spatial aspect to managing spectrum crunch in New Zealand.”
Alan Coulson, Callaghan Innovation

What’s Next
• April 8th – eResearch 2020 National Strategy Workshop Day (Wellington)
• April / May – eResearch Research Institution Leadership Series
• May / June – eResearch Published findings and implications

eResearch 2020
“There’s a sea change in the scale of activity (in genomics)… which
equates to a massive increase in data generation.”
Rob Elshire, AgResearch

“The challenge is making the most of the data & the
compute, without having them in the same

location.”

Nikola Kasabov, AUT
“Many of the tools & standards (we rely upon) breakdown when the

data quantity goes up.”
Andrew Watkins, NIWA

“In the past we’ve focused on creating elegant models;
today we’re less concerned with elegance

we have data.”
Mark Apperley, Waikato

because

